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Two miles – Achieved “the Hard Way”
By Debbie Miller Marschke

Seasoned SCBS members recall a day when we could have bulky, heavy, or difficult to
manage materials airlifted into a water source location with the advantage of a helicopter.
Currently, SCBS does not have the prospect of an airship to help out on our projects.
However, we are a stubborn crew and desperate times warrant creative solutions. There is
work that needs to be done.
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March 28, 2015 found volunteers in the Old Woman Mountain range to install a New
Mexico style drinker box in place of an old parabolic system at Sheep Camp Spring. We
had the advantage of our vehicles for 14 miles from base camp, but the remaining 1.5 mile
hike to the spring proved to be an obstacle course. The hike itself was a good workout,
about 1000 feet elevation gain over a switchbacked trackway marked with an adequate
collection of rock cairns. The challenge was that the rocky trail had to be conquered while
carrying in all the tools, gear, and parts needed to accomplish the improvement of the
system. The New Mexico drinker box is 50 pounds of stainless steel, bulky and
cumbersome – not something anyone can just pick up and bound up the trail. We also had
unseasonably hot weather for the season, in the high 80’s, and when you are hiking uphill
laden like a packmule, the heat can affect one’s stamina. When it was learned that the
purported “two mile hike over the saddle” was actually “as the crow flies” on the GPS, the
entire crew realized that we were in for two miles the “hard way”.

The drinker box was mounted upon a one-wheeled stretcher contraption that probably was
once a game carrier. The crew took turns carrying the weight, with a constant support crew
pushing, pulling, and bracing the load (the image of the flag being raised over Iwo Jima
flashed in my head many times). The ability to use the wheel to roll the drinker box along
the trail was constantly frustrated by huge boulders and uncooperative terrain. Everyone
valiantly gave a full measure of their abilities, and we all were filled with a sense of pride
that, despite the seemingly ridiculous task, the volunteers were dedicated to getting that
box to the spring, Period! Joe Preiss said to me at the end of the day “ It was great,
everyone was busting their butts, and still cracking jokes the whole time” - which is
testimony that hard work is much lighter when it’s done amongst friends.
After running that gauntlet, the rest of the job was relatively simple, but not easy. The
exertion spent on packing the gear over the top in the heat had extolled a tax. However,
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once we passed over the saddle, we were rewarded by the beautiful scenery of the hidden
wash and surrounding geology. Flowers were in bloom and evidently damp wash was
decorated by greenery. Birds were flitting about, which gave this area a secret garden
quality. It was refreshing. The crew did not miss a beat and engaged the task of plumbing

in the new drinker box. This system was comprised of two tanks filled via a check dam
with a Johnson screen which drained into a parabolic reservoir. The old parabolic was full
of water, and was replumbed so it fills with overflow from the storage tanks, and will
remain in service as it can stand alone and collect rain. Concrete mix that had been packed
in was mixed and used to stabilize the stainless steel box. This New Mexico drinker box
has a float valve which will regulate the water supply from the tanks. Sheep Camp Spring
Big Game Guzzler was originally built in April 1976, hopefully our improvements keep it
flowing another 39 years.
Thanks to the work crew: Lee Johnson, Steven Hart, Kathleen Daugherty, Steve Marschke,
Debbie Miller Marschke, Neil Ringlee, George Sutton, John Voght, Adam Murschel, Joe
Preiss, Bill Norman, and Mike Morgan. Base camp was posted by John & Linda Roy,
Tony Cimarusti, Dick & Jeannie Conti, and Douglas & Sylvia DiJulio. A resounding thank
you to Roger & his son Steven Lopez for cooking a wonderful spaghetti feast, grilled bread
and pineapple upside down cake.
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Upcoming Projects -- Help SCBS Make a Difference!
Water hauling --- It’s about that time again. Seems that nearly every year the sheep
guzzle the water in the Old Dad Range. Even with the recent disease epidemic they are
still consuming the water. Hopefully this latest storm dropped a little bit out there but
prepare yourselves to help with the water hauling this summer. So far, the systems mostly
look pretty full – it hasn’t been hot yet. We usually meet at Camp Cady, then plan for a
first light departure – that’s usually about 6 am. If you have a ¾ ton pickup without a shell
we definitely need you. We’ll load up a portable tank in a cage shell and strap it into your
truck. They hold about 250 gallons of water, that’s about 2000 pounds. If you have a 1ton truck even better. We’ll put 2 tanks on the Big Red since it has a flatbed. It’s a bit hard
to get 2 into a regular bed and still have access to the valve. If you have smaller truck you
can still help out, we’ll need more trucks to haul the pumps, hoses, tools and coolers.
Hauling usually involves several systems that are accessible by truck: Kerr, Kelso, Big
Gees, Newberry and Cady typically get refilled at least once each summer. We will be
monitoring the water levels and letting you know when a hauling project is scheduled. If
you are not already getting project emails from me, please send your contact info and ask to
be put on the email list. stevemarschke@gmail.com.

Publications
EMAIL : If you would like to have the Newsletter sent by e-mail let Bob Burke know at
cameracoordinator@sheepsociety.com ( not only does this save postage and paper, it’s in
living color). You can still get a paper copy via regular mail.
WEBSITE : Society for the Conservation of Bighorn Sheep is on-line ~ sheepsociety.com.

Monthly Meeting
The SCBS Board of Directors meets at about 6:00 p.m. on the 2nd Tuesday of each month
in the conference room at Bass Pro Shops, 7777 Victoria Gardens Lane, Rancho
Cucamonga, CA 91730. You are invited to attend any and all board meetings, to bring a
friend, to visit, and, hopefully, to participate.

Director
Robert Burke
Christian Guntert
Mark LeCompte
Steve Marschke
Stevan Hart
Neil Ringlee
Gary Thomas
Dave Smith

SCBS 2015 Board of Directors
Phone Number
Director
760-617-9261
Jeff Crouse
760-955-2525
Jennifer Hinojosa
661-267-6523
Norm Lopez
310-543-1862
Darryl Williams
714-323-4843
George Sutton
760-245-6034
Glenn Sudmeier
909-981-5847
Terry Anderson
760-617-3291
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Phone Number
760-680-9819
760-246-3115
909-887-2279
323-333-2160
714-356-7592
760-389-2498
760-408-7118

29 Palms Marine Corps Base Scouted for Future Water
Developments as soon as Fall 2015
A small crew of three SCBS directors met with Marine Corps base personnel to
scout for locations where we might consider putting new water developments. Gary
Thomas, Glenn Sudmeier and Steve Marschke met at the gate at 7 am April 17th. Colonel
Pochop, director and Brent Husung, biologist (both with Natural Resources, Environmental
and Archeology, NREA) checked us in and, following a short video about conservation,
safety and UXO, we were on our way out to the field. This trip focused on the middle
portion of the training zone called Rainbow Basin. This area is nearly in the core of the
base and as far as we know contains no natural permanent water sources. Nevertheless,
GPS collared sheep from the Newberry range passed through this area recently and stayed
within the base. Our task was to assess the habitat, particularly shade, escape terrain and
forage to determine if we thought adding water would foster a permanent band of sheep in
this region. We spent Friday afternoon in the field trying to catch up with Glenn after
leaving the vehicle for a quick look-see. Turns out we hiked around for almost 3 hours. I
guess his recovery from the back injury has progressed nicely. We found a few pellet piles
and some light trailing. Through NREA’s efforts the entire Rainbow Basin training zone
was reserved just for us for the entire weekend.
We were allowed to camp within the base and got started scouting first thing
Saturday morning. Brent had gone home Friday afternoon with plans to return Saturday
morning and catch up with us. This time we planned to hike quite a while. We found quite
a few more pellet piles and they were of differing ages, indicating that sheep have used this
area on previous occasions. Not a lot of heavy use but pellets and beds were scattered all
up and down the main wash which had near vertical sides for hundreds of yards that
offered lots of small patches of shade in different spots for most of the day. We selected
and marked a spot that was suitable for a new Rain Catcher system with 2 underground
tanks and a rainmat. Although we heard Brent on the base radio once he never did catch up
with us. When we returned to the vehicles we found a note he left – his daughter had
appendicitis and he had to head back before he started hiking.
We camped again Saturday evening and scouted more on Sunday. We found
attempted to find the exact spot where the GPS collars indicated that the sheep had been.
We found 9 beds and pellet piles on a saddle between two drainages. There were also older
beds on a nearby saddle indicating that sheep have passed through this region previously
and it has been entered into their ‘herd memory.’ We were able to see into nearby
drainages that looked like potentially good habitat.
We felt confident that a permanent water source in this region of the base would
support and anchor a permanent, if small herd of sheep that would provide long term
connectivity between the Bullion range and the Newberry-Ord-Rodman complex.
– S. Marschke
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SOME THOUGHTS AND IDEAS ON TERRAIN
MANIPULATION FOR DESERT BIGHORN SHEEP

For many years environmental organizations have concentrated their efforts on maintaining
and improving natural and artificial water sources for desert bighorn sheep.
This was certainly both a necessity and the proper priority. The achievements in this effort
are both real and measurable throughout the Southwest. Another important outcome of this
effort is that it collected, educated, and motivated a large number of people to work on the
issues that confronted the various populations of desert bighorn sheep. Now there are
people and organizations that have a deep knowledge of desert bighorn sheep, and that are
equipped with modern tools such as GIS mapping, radio collars with GPS, and digital trail
cameras and so on. This places our society in a position to take environmental mitigation to
a new level.
The next step is terrain manipulation and modification on a species specific basis. Most of
the time when we think of terrain modification we think of building bridges so that wildlife
can cross a busy highway or an underpass to do the same, and perhaps wildlife friendly
fences as well. However when it comes to desert bighorn sheep habitat we know that it’s is
all about terrain. Now with the resources and knowledge available to us it’s time to think
in a more imaginative way on this subject. We must affect such things as maximizing the
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utilization of available habitat, genetics, and lamb survival rates. These new projects will
also collect, educate, and motivate a whole new generation of people to learn the ways of
the desert and the bighorn sheep, thus keeping alive a more traditional view of the desert
and desert bighorn sheep within the larger urban culture.
The model that I’m presenting here is an orchestrated assembly of the various attributes
that may be used individually or in some combination. Perhaps some time in the future
there will be features like this, and their attributes will be studied and debated. Through
this process, this technology will be refined into a useful tool for wildlife management and
habitat mitigation. Here we can theorize and examine what might be possible and perhaps
fire up the imagination of both individuals and organizations that deal with the
conservation of desert bighorn sheep.
One of the first things we have to understand about terrain modification is the wide range
in size and scale. Sometimes when one is following a game trail he will find that a feature
that’s just a foot or two higher than the rest of the terrain is utilized, and the same can be
said for bedding sites as well. Then on the other end of the scale these artificial features
could be 3 or 4 hundred feet long and 100 feet tall. Building such a large artificial feature
for wildlife management might seem to be improbable. However when you consider the
cost of building a freeway overpass for wildlife, the idea of building a large mound of dirt
seems a little bit more probable. Then one must consider that in effect were already doing
large-scale terrain/habitat modification with large-scale mining, freeways, and railroads.
Now let’s discuss some of the various attributes in the diagram below, and let’s think of
this mound of dirt on the smaller end of the scale, let’s say 100 feet long and 12 feet high.
In this case this mound would’ve been built by scooping out the depression next to it. Now
let’s start a discussion on the various attributes that this raised piece of terrain could have
and it’s affect. To start with the shape in this diagram is just one of many shapes that could
be utilized or found effective.
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In this particular idea there would be a long North and South slope and a deliberately
designed wind shadow on the east end, perhaps to encourage a different plant community
or bedding site. When the desert bighorn sheep got to this small island of raised terrain they
could see if things were safe in all directions. They could also look down into the
depression and see if there was anything there to threaten them. If all were safe they might
choose to go down in the depression and eat some of the greener feed that might be there,
before moving on perhaps to a distant mountain range. So in this case you would have
both an advantageous viewpoint and green feed as an attraction to this feature, thus making
their travel between mountain ranges more frequent and safer.
On a large artificial terrain feature rocks broken pieces cement and other objects could be
used to make a certain amount of the slopes into escape terrain, and the upper portion more
suitable for bedding down. Now let’s turn our attention to the depression and the range of
possibilities that are there. First we want to discuss the size and depth of this depression.
Obviously the smaller in diameter and the deeper it is the longer the water will last. Then
we have to decide if we want the water to last as liquid water or soak into the soil. If we
want liquid water to last, it could either be clay or plastic lined. If we choose a design to
conserve and provide liquid water it could have all sorts of ramifications, some not
necessarily desirable in every application. Most predators that would prey on desert
bighorn sheep are water dependent animals, such as the mountain lion the bobcat and the
coyote. All these animals must have water in liquid form to survive. So an artificial terrain
feature that can save liquid water might also attract predators. After monitoring such an
artificial terrain feature a certain amount of tuning might be necessary. A terrain feature
where the depression collected water but did not maintain a pool of water might actually
have some advantages, the first being that it would not be a water source for the predator.
Then the plants that grew in this water collecting depression would be greener and hold
more water in their leaves and stems than the plants in the surrounding area. This would be
a moisture/water resource for the desert bighorn sheep and not for their predators. Then one
of the final considerations to take into account is scent. Most of the time the individual
installation and the local environment will have to be considered to have any practical
effect. However with regards to depression it would probably be advantageous to the
bighorn sheep to have the top of this depression even with the surrounding landscape. If a
raised shoulder or crater like design was used any predators scent would be blown up and
out of the depression and flow above the noses of the desert bighorn sheep leaving them
unaware of any predatory presence.
Given all the attributes and possibilities that terrain manipulation could provide I think it is
worthy of development. And while there are many habitat issues that this technology could
mitigate. It’s worthwhile talking about a few to get an idea of the possibilities and fuel the
imagination. One use might be to direct the wild sheep away from an area that has livestock
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and other dangers such as urban sprawl. Another idea is to use this technology to guide the
bighorn sheep to cross a two lane highway somewhere where the road is straight and level,
giving both drivers and sheep a better chance of avoiding one another. Due to the lower
cost this may be a more financially feasible remedy that an overpass. In the end this
technology, with the applied imagination of many individual and some financial resources,
will prove to be the way forward in mitigating many of the problems facing the various
desert bighorn sheep populations in the Southwest.
By Carlos Gallinger ~ thewayofthings.org

Richard’s Ramblings
By Richard Weaver

I am very pleased that Carlos Gallinger has been writing articles for our newsletters. He is
a careful observer, with a very keen eye and a writing style that is a pleasure to read. I
envy his ability to spend time visiting, studying and documenting our diverse desert
environments. He recently wrote an article entitled “A Petroglyph is worth 1000 words (or
1145 words)” that described a petroglyph depicting an ancient hunter killing a bighorn
sheep. His interpretation of this petroglyph is conjecture of course, but it is also very
believable and could quite possibly even be correct. What I believe about these ancient
hunters and their use of blinds and short bows is obviously conjecture as well and can not
be proven anymore than Mr. Gallingers interpretation of that particular glyph. However, I
think I may very well be the last person that can tell this particular story, and for the record,
my information is third hand.
Early in my career, my job duties included finding and documenting water sources located
in remote areas of the Mojave Desert and improving those sites if needed. Most of these
sites were not mapped and were very difficult to access. During this time, I observed
several ancient hunting blinds located near remote water sources. The first one was in the
Coso Mountain Range, located in Inyo County California, just north of the Navy range site.
This was in the early 1950’s and I described the water source and blind I had seen to the
Fish and Game Local Unit Manager that was assigned to that area. His story to me was
based upon a relationship he had formed with a Native American from that area. That
relationship was very strong, lasted many years and he indicated to me that he believed
every word he had been told.
The story told by his Native American friend had been told to him by his grandfather and
included tales of hunting from blinds constructed of small piles of flat rock. The Native
Americans used a short bow and a small arrow that could be described as similar to a dart.
This is similar to the bow described in Mr. Gallinger’s article. They would hide in the
blinds and when the game would come to the water source to drink, they would shoot them
with the darts. These projectiles were first steeped in a brew made from a collection of
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native desert plants, designed to immobilize the animal. Once the animal was hit, the
hunters would not pursue them, but would merely wait in the blind until enough time had
passed for the “poisoned dart” to take effect. After this, they would track the game and
would eventually come upon the sleeping animal. Once the game had been located, a
“blessing ceremony” would be conducted prior to harvesting the animal.
The Native American fellow said that his grandfather had wanted to teach him about this
type of hunting and show him the specific desert plants required to make the brew. His
interests at the time, however, were breaking horses and earning money working on a ranch
and so the knowledge was not passed on to him. It has always made me wonder what other
information may have been lost as well. It wasn’t until about 1960 that we developed a
weapon capable of shooting a syringe at a bighorn and even later before an effective
chemical compound was developed that would immobilize such an animal. And we think
we are so damned smart…

Your Testimony is solicited
Dick Weaver will be submitting a story for the next issue of the Sheep Sheet about his
experience at Sheep Camp Spring, and it’s known history. As a matter of fact, Dick says
that Sheep Camp Spring was the first place he saw a wild sheep. He is hoping that the
SCBS readers will “take the bait” and submit their first experience with sighting a wild
bighorn to the next Sheep Sheet. Was it good/bad? Did it ruin you for life? Your
comments or stories (of any length) are encouraged. Inquiring minds want to know!

Area Captain Meeting -- Lunch & Learn
The Area Captain meeting will be taking place on June 13, 2015 at the Lucerne Valley
Community Center at 33187 Old Woman Springs Rd., Lucerne Valley CA. Arrive at 8 AM
to meet & greet; the meeting starts at 9 AM. Come on out and recruit a friend or a new
volunteer. This is our once a year chance to fill you in on the latest information about the
water developments and how to inspect and maintain them. Many of you are old hands at
this but there is always something new to learn or someone new to pass your knowledge
down to. There are several systems that are ‘orphans’ and in need of a dedicated volunteer.
Jeff and Jenny will have a list of those systems that need inspections and are available. We
are like the Pony Express – "WANTED. YOUNG, SKINNY, WIRY FELLOWS. NOT
OVER 18. MUST BE EXPERT RIDERS. WILLING TO RISK DEATH DAILY.
ORPHANS PREFERRED" and I might add, good hikers and heat tolerant.
After the meeting at 1 PM there will be a tour of the habitat conservation efforts at the
Mitsubishi Mine to support the remnant desert bighorn herd on the Cushenbury Grade.
A Mexican lunch will be catered, so please let Jeff Crouse or Jenny Hinojosa know if you
are planning on attending so they can make plans with the caterer.
jjrestorationservice@yahoo.com.
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Weavernoy
They trudged along, more than fourteen strong,
Just to fix that water source.
Walked sand filled draws with sparse catclaw
A driven dedicated force.
Those rugged rocky walls, show ancient waterfalls,
Where the desert rains came down.
Bighorn sheep on high, drink when they’re dry
From that man kept source they found.
Known as Weavernoy, that has formed this story
Said was built in seventy-some,
Glenn said that’s so, ‘cause he’s in the know –
Just so happens he was one.
From those man made tanks, all the sheep say Thanks,
As they drink in the desert heat,
And survive in a place that history’s erased
Enhancing their time and keep.
By David R. Smith, 5-24-2015
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Piece by Piece, Weavernoy is Back in Business
Last year’s summer monsoons really gave our drinkers a beating (too much of a good
thing) and Weavernoy was hit hard enough to dislodge 20 + feet of intake pipe from the
collection dam and scatter it down the wash like a package of pick-up stix. April 25, 2015
found our volunteers hiking into the Granite Mountains to repair the damage to this big
game guzzler. Notably, this part of the desert has history written all over the landscape –
this is Patton Country, where the exact route to this guzzler is puzzling because of all the
historic tank tracks left over from George S. Patton’s 1942 training of troops in the
California-Arizona Maneuver Area. This spring was discovered and named around 19691970 by Richard “Dick” Weaver and Floyd Vernoy, hence the name “Weavernoy”. The big
game guzzler was built subsequently in April 1974.
We were thankful for cooler temperatures than expected as we hiked into the canyon,
carrying tools and plumbing supplies. Part of the crew spent a good chunk of time trying to
remove dirt that had flowed into the pipes. The dirt was packed in, and the pipes were
lengthy. In the end our best solution was patience, gravity, and agitation while several
hands manipulated the pipe. Meanwhile, each length of pipe that had been liberated was
threaded back into it’s original location. Fortunately, everything went back into place
without the need for patch work. The check dam was dug out and the Johnson screen was
in good shape. The day’s success allowed a dividend of time to be spent preparing the site
for future improvements. Honest and selfless work brings out the best in all of us – SCBS
member Dave Smith felt inspired, he wrote the foregoing poem right there in the canyon
amidst the clanking of galvanized pipes and sounds of shovels striking sand.
The team: Tom Barton, Mike Morgan, John Roy, Steve Marschke, Debbie Miller
Marschke, Dave Smith, Glenn Sudmeier, Gary Thomas, Zach Thomas, Bill Tuck, Adam
Murschal, John Voght, Darryl Williams, Joe Preiss, Jerry Mulcahy, and Ross Garret. Linda
Roy maintained a presence at Base Camp. Encore performance by Gary Thomas, who
cooked meals for us – Thanks! - D.M.

Editor Notes
Thank you to everyone who gave me kind complements about the last Sheep Sheet. I can
not adequately express how proud I am of our volunteers, they demonstrate a heroic work
ethic on every project. Clearly, we accomplish far more as a team than each one of us can
accomplish working alone.
I welcome and encourage submissions to the Sheep Sheet. Yes, I know it’s tough to “toot
your own horn” but it’s important to share our experiences and knowledge - this is how we
inspire others…and ourselves. Submit your stories to DMiller@guideone.com.
–Debbie Miller Marschke
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FayDee Success – A Five Day Project Pays Off
By Terry Anderson
Fay Dee guzzler in the Orocopia mountains repair was a "Bitch". The team winched over
3000 pounds of materials and tools using a custom 4ft x 6ft cart. Over 2 weekends for a
total of 5 days, the team moved material up 350 yards at a 50 degree angle slope using
1200 feet of rope. All this effort resulted in replacing a 70ft x 60ft rain mat, plumbing,
2000 gal water tank with a 2500 gal water tank at a total cost of $7000.00 and 65 volunteer
man days to accomplish the complete project. We were blessed with rain the day after the
project completion resulting in a 600 gal water collection. Always great to validate that all
this hard work has the positive result we are planning for.
Thank you to all the volunteers that came out to complete project and to Tammy for
cooking for those that stayed with us at our home.
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(FayDee Crew) I apologize if I misspelled any of the names: Terry Anderson, Rob Yates,
Ron Yates, Steve William, Terry Thomas, Rich Saxfield, George Sutton, Clint
Humphreville, Luke Humphreville, Tom Humphreville, Tim Humphreville
Clay Gilbert, Marty Scottsdale, John Maney, John Mahaney, Steve Hart, Travis Spidle,
Andrew Pontious, Nino Vanillo, Zack Mullins
Editor’s postscript to FayDee story– According to Glenn Sudmeier, FayDee BGG was built
February 1983. It was named by Department of Fish and Game Habitat Crew Leader Lester
Coombes, and he decided to favor the BLM Biologist that approved the site and
memorialize it in her name Faye J. Davis ~ F A YE J. DAVIS = the name “FayDee”. Terry
Anderson told me that, despite the many days he spent working at the guzzler site, he
turned right around and went back after the rain stopped. “I just HAD TO go look…”

Custom cart built to transport the heavy mat up to the site – in action here!
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FayDee - Taking a break, but Terry is yelling for them to keep working!

Anza Borrego Guzzlers
Ranger Steve Bier collared Steve Marschke at the recent Desert Bighorn Council meeting
and asked if SCBS would be interested in helping him get the guzzler inspections back on
track. Seems that volunteer recruitment deteriorated due to lack of attention by
management. They have at least 10 systems that they would like to have regular
inspections performed on. From what I understand, most of them are similar to are older
systems with check dams, upright tanks and drinker boxes. If you haven’t been following
it, the Peninsular sub-population of desert bighorn has been listed as endangered for several
years and there is an ongoing effort to recover the population. The numbers have been
steadily increasing but still need more before the (slow) delisting process can begin. If you
are interested contact Steve Bier, 760-767-5311 Steve.Bier@parks.ca.gov and let him know
you are with SCBS and are willing to help.
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SCBS Hospitality in Borrego Springs

DESERT BIGHORN COUNCIL , APRIL 15 – 17, 2015 , BORREGO SPRINGS, CA.
The 53rd meeting of the Desert Bighorn Council gave SCBS a chance to give back to all the
hardworking professionals in the Western USA that specialize in Bighorn Sheep.
Wednesday nights dinner was arranged, hosted and served by SCBS ; a Mexican feast of
carnitas, chicken, rice, beans, tortillas, pico de gallo, garden salad, watermelon, and cherry
cake. Thanks to UC Irvine for allowing us to use the Steele/Bernand Research Facility.
Our top-notch crew included: Steve Marschke, Debbie Miller Marschke, John Roy, Linda
Roy, John Hybarger, Norm Lopez, Bill Norman, Steve Hart, & Tim Glenner. Special
thanks to Mark Jorgensen for his partnership in making this event something we can be
proud of.
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San Gabriel Mountain Bighorn Sheep Survey
On March 1, 2015, over 100 volunteers turned out to conduct a ground survey of Bighorn
Sheep in the San Gabriel Mountains. Many of the teams were lead by members of SCBS.
This year’s weather presented special challenges with rain, snow, and sleet falling for most
of the day in the survey areas. Despite the weather, there was an excellent turnout of
dedicated folks with “un-dampened” attitudes and adventurous spirits. Visibility was
frustrated by the fog which descended into the canyons when it was not raining. But, as the
California Fish & Wildlife biologists stated, “Conditions were not comparable to past
survey efforts, which limits our ability to determine how many bighorn sheep are out there,
or learn much about reproduction form the small sample. What this year’s survey
demonstrated, however, was the impressive tenacity of volunteers to persevere and
document bighorn sheep under tough conditions. Good Job!” Estimates suggest that the
San Gabriel herds are stable and are populated by around 418 animals.
Number of animals observed in winter ranges
Cattle Canyon – n/a
South Fork Lytle Creek - 6
San Antonio Canyon – 0
Middle Fork Lytle Creek - 15
Barrett-Cascade/ Cucamonga Canyon-0
South Fork Lytle Creek - 15
Deer/Day Creek -0
Highway 39 - 0
Figure 1. Number of bighorn sheep observed by volunteers, 2007 – 2015

*Partial coverage of survey areas under limited visibility

Volunteer Gil Rascon, Middle Fork Lytle Creek
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Glenn Sudmeier Honored in Reno WSF Annual Event
Our very own Glenn Sudmeier was selected by the Wild Sheep Foundation for the 2015
Outstanding Achievement award. The Wild Sheep Foundation is the premier bighorn
conservation organization, with members from around the world. SCBS is an affiliate of
WSF.
WSF offers several other awards each year but Outstanding Achievement is only awarded
to a single nominee. Glenn was nominated for his long years (40+) of service to conserve
bighorn sheep, his recent work developing the Raincatcher tanks and for assessing the
suitability of state land parcels for bighorn sheep. The Raincatcher tanks have been
installed in Nevada and Texas, not just California and have therefore had positive impact
on a national scale. The award was presented at the 2015 Sheep Show in Reno,
Nevada. The Sheep Show is annual convention and fundraising effort for WSF and
approximately 800 folks from around the world were in attendance at the awards
banquet. Kyle Meintzer (SCBS, WSF) read the nomination speech and a slide show of
photos of Glenn in action played on the screens in the background. Unfortunately, Glenn
was recuperating from a back injury and was unable to attend the banquet. Steve
Marschke accepted the award on his behalf. Congratulations to Glenn! - S.M.

(left to right): Gray Thornton, WSF President and CEO, Steve Marschke, SCBS President,
Kyle Meintzer, WSF Director
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THE SOCIETY FOR THE CONSERVATION
OF BIGHORN SHEEP
A California Non-Profit Organization is looking for:
Sportsmen and Conservationists who are concerned about our California Desert Bighorn sheep and who are
willing to get involved to make a difference. Be a part of history with our program to put bighorn sheep back
in their historical ranges. The Society works with the California Department of Fish and Game and the
Bureau of Land Management in programs such as: sheep transplanting and propagation; habitat
improvement; wildlife census; research and development; and many more. If this sounds exciting and
fulfilling to you, then fill out the following application and join the Society for the Conservation of Bighorn
Sheep today! Check our website at: www.desertbighorn.org
**************************************************************************************

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
SOCIETY FOR THE CONSERVATION OF BIGHORN SHEEP
Attn: SCBS Membership Chairman
5801 Calico Cove Court
Bakersfield, CA 93306
Name: _______________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________
City: __________________________________ State: ______ Zip: ______________
Phone: (H) _________________________

(W) _____________________________

E-Mail Address (Optional): _______________________________________________
Make checks payable to: SCBS
Annual ………………$35.00/Year New _____ Renewal _____
Student (Full Time). $20.00/Year New _____
Life ………………….$300.00

New _____

Renewal _____
___option:3 Qtrly Pmt of ($100.00)

Corporate ………….$1000.00/Year
Enclosed is my Tax Deductible check for $_______ which includes my contribution of
$________ to help you support desert wildlife.
Please send me information on the Society’s desert water projects. Yes ___ No ____
Where did you hear about SCBS? __________________________________________
SCBS Sponsor: _________________________________________________________
************************************************************************
Application Received: ______
Funding Received: _______
Voted In: ______

Member Card Sent: _______
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“We never know the worth of water ‘till the well is dry”
~ Thomas Fuller, 1732
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